Ballhopper Rollerhopper 150
®

™

PACKAGE CONTENTS
1 - Ballhopper Rollerhopper 150

HANDLE ASSEMBLY

Step 1: Grab the ring of the Handle
Block Pin, pull away from the
Handle/Leg, turn 90 degrees and
release the ring into the groove that
holds the pin in the out locked
position. Repeat for the other side.

Step 2: Insert Handle/Leg into the
Yoke, pull the Handle Block Pin ring
away from the Handle, turn 90
degrees and release the pin until it
locks into the Yoke. Repeat for the
other side.

NOTE: To remove the Handle/Leg for
transport or storage, reverse
Steps 1 and 2.

BALL PICK UP

Step 1: Make sure the Yoke Spring Pin
is disengaged from the Wheel hole.
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Step 2: Push the Rollerhopper
forward over loose tennis balls.
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STANDING THE ROLLERHOPPER

Step 1: Release the Leg Clip
from the Handle/Leg.

Step 2: Move the Legs outward
and snap the Leg Clip into position
between the two Handles/Legs.

Step 3: When Handles/Legs are locked
in the open position, lift the Rollerhopper
into a standing position by the Yoke.

LOCKING THE WHEEL
NOTE: Before opening the Wheel to feed or dump balls, be sure to engage the Yoke Spring
Pins into the holes on each side of the Wheel.
IMPORTANT: When engaging the Yoke Spring Pins into the Wheel holes, be sure to align the
holes with the pins BEFORE engaging. Do not spin the Wheel until the pins clicks into
position. This will cause damage to the Wheel over time that is not covered by the warranty.

FEEDING AND CARTS
Feed tennis balls directly
from the Rollerhopper 150.

Dump tennis balls into
a Ballhopper teaching
cart.

LIMITED ONE-YEAR WARRANTY
GAMMA SPORTS (”GAMMA”) warrants to the original purchaser that the BALLHOPPER Pickup (”EQUIPMENT”) purchased is
free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of ONE (1) year from the date of original purchase. Should any
defects develop under normal use within the specified time period, GAMMA will, at its option, repair or replace the defective
EQUIPMENT provided it is returned to GAMMA prepaid at the purchaser’s expense. This warranty does not apply to any
damage or defect caused by negligence, abuse, misuse, unauthorized alteration, shipping, handling, or wear and tear as a
result of normal use.
GAMMA’s obligation under this warranty is limited to replacement or repair of the defective EQUIPMENT, and no one is
authorized to promise any other liability. GAMMA shall, in no event be liable for any incidental or consequential damages.
This warrranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state-to-state.
To return defective EQUIPMENT, a return authorization (RA#) must be obtained from a GAMMA customer service
representative by calling 1-800-333-0337. The RA# must be clearly marked on the outside of the shipping carton being
returned. All returns must be shipped prepaid by the customer to GAMMA. Please retain the original shipping carton and
packing materials for any future shipments. GAMMA will not be responsible for EQUIPMENT which is not returned in the
original undamaged packaging.
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PARTS CODES:
BHRHP 11 - Wheel
BHRHP 12 - Hatch
BHRHP 13 - Yoke
BHRHP 14 - Handle Block
BHRHP 15 - Leg Clip
BHRHP 16 - Axle Flange Nut
BHRHP 17 - Wheel FRP Rod
BHRHP 18 - Hatch FRP Rod
BHRHP 19 - Yoke Spring Pin (long)
BHRHP 20 - Hatch Spring Pin (short)
Handle Block Pin (short)
BHRHP 21 - Male Bolt Connector
BHRHP 22 - Threaded Inserts
BHRHP 23 - Hatch Bolt Female
BHRHP 24 - Leg Barrel Bolt Female
BHRHP 25 - Axle Bolt
BHRHP 26 - Axle Bearing
BHRHP 27 - Handle / Leg
BHRHP 28 - Cross Tube
BHRHP 29 - Leg Clip Nuts
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